Minutes openMDM SC Call 23.09.2020

Attendees

Ulrich Bleicher (BMW), Gert Sablon (Siemens), Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solutions), Angelika Wittek (Product Manager), Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun)

Minutes by Hans-Dirk

1. Status Dev Team, Contributions, Milestones

Angelika reported that the running contracts will be finally completely fulfilled until end of September.

There is an open contribution by MTU that will be integrated by Peak Solutions.

2. Update Mailing lists, Wiki Pages

Angelika and Paul proposed to consolidate the mailing lists and keep only two mailing lists active: one public and one private. Paul will handle this and notify all members of the mailing lists.

The participating members of the SC support this proposal unanimously.

3. Next SC Call 28.10.2020 15:00 CET